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Up4Health. A client-server 
architecture for Diagnosis as a Service 
(DaaS) to ensure effective clinical 
deployment of Intelligent Radiomic
systems for Personalize Medicine: 

1. Detection of Pulmonary 
Embolism in COVID19 Pneumonia

2. Diagnosis of Nodule Malignancy 
for Lung Cancer Screening

CVC
Up4Health- Characterization of Lung Pathologies
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T1: Access and availability of medical image data including regulatory and ethical issues

1.1 Detection of Pulmonary Embolism in COVID19 Pneumonia

Training group Test group

Patients/set of samples (n) 20 / 4.927 39 / 4.410

Age (average) 60y 68y

Gender female, n (%) Female 12 (60%) Female 18 (46.15%)

COVID-19, n (%) 9 (45%) 20 (51.28%)

Table 1 Demographic characteristics of the database for COVID19 detection.

Patients with Pneumonia, Embolism and COVID from Hospital 
Universitari Germans Trias i Pujol (HUGTiP)
Two diagnostic modalities: Q-SPECT (embolism) and CT (pneumonia)

CVC
Up4Health- Characterization of Lung Pathologies
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T1: Access and availability of medical image data including regulatory and ethical issues

Patients with a pulmonary nodule (PN) tributary of surgery from Hospital 
Universitari Germans Trias i Pujol (HUGTiP)
Two diagnostic modality: CT (lesion structure) and PET (lesion metabolism)

Description Male Female Total

Demographic
Population

Patients
Age avg±std
Benign PNs
Malign PNs

36
70.67±6.87

5
31

24
63.96±12.35

4
20

60
67.98±9.92

9
51

Nodule
Characterization

Benign Slices min/max/avg
Malign Slices min/max/avg

6/111/48
8/152/45

28/39/32
12/82/45

6/111/41
8/152/43

Table. Demographic characteristics of the database for diagnosis of nodule malignancy

1.2 Diagnosis of Nodule Malignancy for Lung Cancer Screening

CVC
Up4Health- Characterization of Lung Pathologies
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T2: Evolution of implementation and validation of AI-bases models and CDSSs issues 

2.1 Infrastructure set-up

Service Functional requirements Software

Web Manages the front-end Webserver, php

Processing
Run (train/test) the 
models GPU, Matlab, Python, c

Dispatcher API controller Python

Rendering Shows the graphics GPU, VTK, c

Core Manages main functions Python

Data Storage Database system Mongodb, mySQL

2.2 Deployment and execution of AI models. Fine tuning and adjustments

For each approach, we optimized (using optuna): 1) the number of layers; 2) neurons 
per layer, 3) optimizer; 4) learning rate; 5) weight initialization and ; 6) epochs.

Input Projector Model

Feature Projector Model

CVC
Up4Health- Characterization of Lung Pathologies
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T2: Evolution of implementation and validation of AI-bases models and CDSSs issues 

2.3 Model Validation: Two different experiments were carried out: Model Optimization and Model Verification. 

2.3.1 Detection of Pulmonary Embolism in COVID19 Pneumonia 2.3.1 Diagnosis of Nodule Malignancy for Lung Cancer Screening

Pulmonary Embolism Pneumonia

Radiomic 
model AUC 95% CI P-value ⃰ AUC 95% CI P-value ⃰

ModelPrct3 0.919 0.909-
0.929 * 0.922 0.914-

0.931 *

ModelPrct5 0.902 0.892-
0.913 0.028 0.905 0.896-0.914 <0.001

ModelMx3 0.835 0.822-
0.848 <0.001 0.825 0.814-0.837 <0.001

ModelMx5 0.823 0.810-
0.836 <0.001 0.818 0.806-0.830 <0.001

Table. AUC Statistics for the Model Optimization

Pulmonary Embolism Pneumonia

Sensitivity 75.1%  (95% CI: 71.8-78.2) 93.3%  (95% CI: 91.8-94.6)

Specificity 98.2%  (95% CI: 97.7-98.6) 93.0%  (95% CI: 92.1-93.9)

Positive predictive value 88.9%  (95% CI: 86.2-91.2) 83.9%  (95% CI: 81.8-85.7)

Negative predictive value 95.4%  (95% CI: 94.7-96.0) 97.3%  (95% CI: 92.3-93.8)

Table. Sensitivity, specificity, PPV and NPV statistics for the test set of ModelPrct3

Model Sensitivity Specificity F-score

Model1 100 100 0.856
Model2 93.2 75 0.683
Model3 100 100 0.903
Model4 100 87.5 0.846
Model5 97.67 37.5 0.595

Table. Diagnosis scores of the best models

Approaches Acc. Sens. Specif. F1 Score AUC Param 
(M)

Radiomics
Peikert et al. - 90.80 85.50 - 0.939 <0.29

Deep CNN
Multicrop

Nodule-level 2D
Vanilla 3D
DeepLung
AE-DPN

NASLung

87.14
87.30
87.40
90.44
90.24
90.77

77.00
88.50 
89.40 
81.42 
92.04  
85.37

93.00
86.00
85.20

-
88.94
95.04

-
87.23
87.25

-
90.45
89.04

0.930
0.937
0.947

-
0.933

-

-
-
-

141.57
678.69
16.84

Hybrid
model3 (Our) 96.30 100 83.33 97.67 0.940 0.29

Table. Results of our method compared to the state of the art

CVC
Up4Health- Characterization of Lung Pathologies
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T3:  Explainable AI and interpretation. Ethical AI

TRANSIOMIC: Transformer architecture to map abstract radiomic features to radiological annotations

Up4Health- Characterization of Lung Pathologies
CVC
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T3:  Explainable AI and interpretation. Ethical AI

Results
Hyper-parameter nhead nhid emsize dropout nlayers lr alpha

Search space [2, 10] [8, 300] [2,15] [0.2, 0.5] [1, 3] [e-4, e-1] [0.1, 0.9]

Best values 2 227 11 0.2 3 0.06 0.83

Table 1. Hyperparameter search space for our model architecture
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Our method 0.96 0.90 0.85 0.46 0.88 0.93 0.94
[1] 0.95 0.75 0.76 0.66 0.75 0.70 0.77

Table 2. Comparison to the state-of-art in terms of accuracy classification in radiological features.

[1] Marques, et al., A.: A multi-task cnn approach for lung nodule malignancy classification and characterization. Expert Systems with Applications 184, 115469 (2021)

Up4Health- Characterization of Lung Pathologies
CVC
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T4. Good Machine Learning Practices, Impact and exploitation

TRL6 IP protection Market 
research

Business Plan 
and deck

 First results registered
 Patentability study
 Protection of IP 

EU Ethics and data protection guidelines

 Market research 
report with 
Tekcapital ongoing 

 Business Plan report 
and deck with 
Genesis Biomed

 Fundrasing

Up4Health- Characterization of Lung Pathologies
CVC



Deep Lung aims at developing a new tool for the early detection of lung cancer (LC), 
that shall be evaluated through a clinical study with CT images obtained at the 
radiology service of Hospital Vall d’Hebron to:

11

Project summary

Eurecat
Deep Lung – Nodule Malignancy Classification

1

Design and evaluate an 
automatic system for the 
detection of nodules in 
CT scans.

2

Characterize tumours 
and evaluate their 
malignancy through 
their growth rate.

3

Study and report the precision, 
sensitivity and specificity of the 
developed system through an 
observational clinical study.



Need: 

improve the predictive capabilities of 
algorithms and reduce the workload for 
early nodule detection (>= 6 mm, <3cm) 
and assess their growth over time.

12

T1: Access and availability of medical image data including regulatory and ethical issues

Eurecat
Deep Lung – Nodule Malignancy Classification
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T1: Access and availability of medical image data including regulatory and ethical issues

Eurecat
Deep Lung – Nodule Malignancy Classification



Our pipeline takes as input two images from the same patient at different time-points, identifies the lung nodules, 
and estimates their malignancy and growth. The pipeline consists of 4 main components: 1) nodule detection, 
which is done independently on each image; 2) nodule re-identification, which finds the correspondence between
nodules across time points; 3) nodule malignancy classification; and 4) nodule growth quantification.

14

T2: Evolution of implementation and validation of AI-based models and CDSSs issues

Eurecat
Deep Lung – Nodule Malignancy Classification
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T2: Evolution of implementation and validation of AI-based models and CDSSs issues

Nodule detection Malignancy Classification

Eurecat
Deep Lung – Nodule Malignancy Classification



Classification results (balanced accuracy, precision, 
recall and Specificity)
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T3:  Explainable AI and interpretation. Ethical AI

TEST

BA PREC REC SPEC

3DCNN-MAL
0.776+/-
0.153

0.808+/-
0.152 1.0+/-0.0 0.552+/-0.307

TS-3DCNN
0.810+/-
0.203 0.899+/-

0.167 0.791+/-0.309 0.829+/-0.296

TS-3DCNN-MAL
0.825+/-
0.201

0.910+/-
0.179 0.821+/-0.33 0.830+/-

0.348

Eurecat
Deep Lung – Nodule Malignancy Classification



3D Grad-CAM Attention for the TS-3DCNN-TL-MAL network for 2 cancerous nodules
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T3:  Explainable AI and interpretation. Ethical AI

Eurecat
Deep Lung – Nodule Malignancy Classification



• TRL 6

• Class 2B medical device (ISO 13485).

• Regulatory assessment conducted for the ML module.

• Initiated Health Technology Assessment.

• Completed cost-effectiveness analysis.

• Two clinical trials for technology validation have been planned.

• Conducted patentability analysis and Freedom to Operate.

• Source code registration and copyrighted.

• Deep Lung shall be marked as a Software as a Service.

18

T4. Good Machine Learning Practices, Impact and exploitation

Eurecat
Deep Lung – Nodule Malignancy Classification
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NTT DATA
AI for the Identification of Renal Abnormalities



Background

20

Project summary

NTT DATA
AI for the Identification of Renal Abnormalities



The objective is to explore the applicability to a new country’s data of an AI pipeline called
Maestro AI comprised of kidney classification and kidney abnormality detection models.

21

Project summary - Objective

NTT DATA
AI for the Identification of Renal Abnormalities
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T1: Access and availability of medical image data including regulatory and ethical issues

1.- 2642 studies were used for training and testing the 
models

2.- The studies cover a representative number of 
abnormalities and comprise a suitable balance between 
normal and abnormal

3.- Data identification and Anonymization: Drop 
metadata that includes PHI (Personal Health 
Information) as well as any PHI lead from DICOM images.

4.- Data Management plan and Data Protection 
Mechanisms.

• Data processing Document
• Risk Assessment Document
• Data Management Plan
• DP course (Mandatory for NTT DATA Staff)

5.- Get the Ethical Committee Approval

NTT DATA
AI for the Identification of Renal Abnormalities



T2: Evolution of implementation and validation of AI-based models and CDSSs issues

Maestro Triage (Classification): Inception + LSTM – Inception is 
trained to recognize features of abnormal kidneys at a (single) image 
level, LSTM processes the Inception features as a sequence, 
classifying the entire kidney (into normal or abnormal).

Maestro Localize and Classify (Abnormality Detection): Faster R-CNN –
trained to both identify abnormalities in a (single) kidney image as well 
as classify the abnormalities (the main classes of abnormalities being 
renal mass or cyst, renal calculus and hydronephrosis).

NTT DATA
AI for the Identification of Renal Abnormalities



T2: Evolution of implementation and validation of AI-based models and CDSSs issues

Kidney classification Training: Models and Metrics

NTT DATA
AI for the Identification of Renal Abnormalities



T2: Evolution of implementation and validation of AI-based models and CDSSs issues

NTT DATA
AI for the Identification of Renal Abnormalities

Kidney classification Training: Models and Metrics



It has been derived several metrics for each of the models trained: Precision N, Precision A, Accuracy, Specificity and 
Sensitivity. In the validation of the training process we are comparing the F1-score.

The F1-score is 94.9% for the left kidney and 91.8% for the right kidney. These values represent an improvement of 
the AI performance in comparison with the ones we had before the project (93.3% for the Left Kidney case and 91.5% 
for the Right Kidney case).

26

T2: Evolution of implementation and validation of AI-based models and CDSSs issues

NTT DATA
AI for the Identification of Renal Abnormalities



Impact of QA annotation on AI training: A general improvement of all models can be observed, with the biggest 
difference being observed for Specificity.

Conclusion: Validation of AI based on the expertise of radiologists (or clinical experts in the scope of the 
speciality we are dealing with in general) is fundamental to improve AI performance in the scope of Health.

27

T2: Evolution of implementation and validation of AI-based models and CDSSs issues

NTT DATA
AI for the Identification of Renal Abnormalities



Explainable AI and Interpretation

We had an experiment way back (about 3 years 
ago) in which we trained a simplified version of 
Inception in order to understand what the network 
focuses on in the kidney images to classify them 
into “normal” or “abnormal”.

The AI for kidney anomalies detection project is 
part of a larger initiative which has allocated 
specific resources in the scope of XAI. Given the 
project timeline, the scope of the tasks proposed 
has not included to deal with XAI as it is being 
worked out in the scope of the larger project.

28

T3:  Explainable AI and interpretation. Ethical AI

NTT DATA
AI for the Identification of Renal Abnormalities

Ethical AI

In our specific case we have always highlighted that the 
AI pipeline is a second pair of eyes for the radiologist -
not supposed to replace them - so we can consider that 
the “responsibility” from the ethical point of view is not 
as drastic. 

Still, without integration in the workflow and trial usage 
by radiologists to see the impact they feel the AI would 
have on their work (at a minimum) we cannot extract 
relevant conclusions on this aspect of the AI yet.
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T4. Good Machine Learning Practices, Impact and exploitation

NTT DATA
AI for the Identification of Renal Abnormalities

1. Data Quantity and Data Quality

2. GDPR Compliance

3. Well-established training methodology

4. Healthcare professionals involvement
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Conclusions

CVC, Eurecat and NTT DATA
T1

1

The success of AI-
based healthcare 
applications relies on 
proper data access 
from organizations and 
hospitals with mature 
information systems to 
facilitate its access.

2

The availability of 
large and standardized 
volumes of data 
contributes to ease 
data processing, 
cleaning and 
harmonization, 
especially when 
projects involve data 
from multiple 
organizations.

3

Data access must be 
granted in compliance 
with legal and ethical 
standards.

4

Domain knowledge is 
extremely important 
to guarantee the 
success of the 
applications 
developed.

5

Compliance with 
ethical committees 
and having informed 
consent from patients 
is of capital 
importance for data 
access.
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Conclusions

CVC, Eurecat and NTT DATA
T2

6

Cloud architectures could 
allow both, clinicians to 
access and use new IA 
methods and, researchers 
develop better robustness 
methods by accessing to 
clinical new cases.

7

Development of IA methods have 
5 different main steps: 1) Data 
Gathering; 2) Data Pre-
processing; using CNN 3) Feature 
extraction and 4) Classification; 
and 5) Hyperparameter 
Optimization.

8

In medical image is common to use 
different metrics to evaluate the 
system: Sensitivity, Specificity, Accuracy, 
F1-score and the ROC and AUC curves. In 
order to account for robustness, these 
metrics are applied to a independent 
test set for the final verification.
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Conclusions

CVC, Eurecat and NTT DATA
T3

9

Two different approaches have been considered 
for 'Explainable AI'. The first one is based the 
transformation between the domains of radiomic 
visual features and their radiological description. 
This approach has been implemented using 
transfomers.

The second method is used on Grad-CAM, which 
produces 'visual explanations' of the decision made 
from CNN-based models. This approach uses the 
gradients of any target concept flowing into the 
final convolutional layer to produce a highlight of 
the most important regions in the image that have 
been used for prediction.

10
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Conclusions

CVC, Eurecat and NTT DATA
T4

11

Developing ML 
solutions for 
healthcare is a long, 
time consuming and 
expensive process.

These ML solutions 
are considered as 
medical devices and, 
as such, they must 
comply 
with regulations right 
from the beginning of 
the development 
process (c.f. T1).

Data processing and 
model development is 
the most time-
consuming task. 
Models must be 
validated (QA) by 
healthcare 
professionals and 
stakeholders.

ML-based products 
may be also subject to 
IP and patent 
protection.

In compliance with 
medical device 
regulations, these 
products are subject 
to CE mark with a 
special emphasis 
on safety and efficacy. 
The technical file 
must outline 
these topics as well 
as a thorough 
contingency plan.

12 13 14 15



START-UPS I 
PROMOCIÓ

ÈTICA I 
SOCIETAT

TRANSFERÈNCIA I 
INNOVACIÓ

GENERACIÓ DE 
CONEIXEMENT

El CIDAI és un dels quatre pilars de l’Estratègia d’Intel·ligència Artificial de 
Catalunya (CATALONIA.AI),
juntament amb l’AIRA, la DCA-IA i l’OEIAC



info@cidai-catalonia-ai.eu
www.cidai.eu
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